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A COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN
WOOD-CARVING ACCORDING TO THE
JAPANESE METHOD

I

NTRODUCTION—In Japan the art of wood-

carving has probably been carried to a greater

degree of perfection than in any other country

in the world. Coincident with the progress of civili-

sation and the development of the arts in the West,

the sculpture of marble and stone assumed an im-

portance proportionate to the extent to which those

materials were employed in architecture. The physical

characteristics of Japan — the prevalence of earth-

quakes and earth-tremors—which prohibited the use

of heavy materials for building purposes, have, at the

same time, ordained the employment of wood as

best adapted to resist these seismic disturbances.

Cottage and palace, barn and temple are, therefore,

mainly constructed of it, and wooden temples exist

in Japan, built as far back as the ninth and tenth

centuries of our era, which are still in sound con-

dition, and exhibit in a far less degree the ravages

of time than do the stone buildings of the same

age in Europe. Whether wood or stone be the

more “ noble ” material does not here concern us ;
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JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

but that wood has been rightly selected for use in

Japan there can be no manner of doubt; and the

result has been to give to the wood-carver a position

in the arts equivalent to that enjoyed by the mason

in the West. As much respect is probably paid in

Japan to the memory of the eminent wood-carver

“ Hidari ” Jingoro, whose works may still be admired

and wondered at in many important buildings in that

country, as is bestowed in Europe upon the achieve-

ments of Pheidias, albeit that the essential characters

of the great arts of Japan and Greece are based upon

widely differing Philosophies.

European acquaintance with Japanese carving is

chiefly confined to the small ornamental adjuncts to

pouch or dress known as Netsuke, to which so many

connoisseurs of the curious and beautiful have wisely

turned their attention in recent years. It is easy to

imagine the delight with which Grinling Gibbons

would have gazed at some of these marvellous imita-

tions of fungi, rats, and frogs, carved by his own

contemporaries in far-off Japan. But even in the

common articles of trade which are produced to-

day in that country, the beauty and delicacy of

handwork and the masterful use of the chisel are

at times astonishing. It is not, however, until

a visit to Japan reveals the works of the great

masters in situ that it is possible to realise fully
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JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

the perfection to which the wood-carver’s art has

there attained. The massive gateways, the heavy

roof bracketings, the panels and friezes on a grand

scale, are carved with a force of sculpturesque

expression never exceeded in artistic power by any

chiseller of stone in any age. These boldly con-

Fig. i

CHISELS FOR CARVING STRAIGHT LINES

ceived wood sculptures are evidence that the material,

instead of detracting from the artistic value of the

work, was in itself an advantage to the worker,

who could obtain effects from it with far greater

freedom than would be possible from stone. The

delight felt in contemplating them is, in fact, exactly

akin to the pleasure aroused by the direct touches of
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JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

a great painter which express so much with such

little apparent effort.

Some of the most remarkable examples of archi-

tectural wood-carving are seen in the shrines of

Nikko and of Shiba in Tokio, and in the castle of

Nagoya. The few examples selected to illustrate

these preliminary notes are all taken from Nikko.

These small reproductions from photographs naturally

convey but an inadequate idea of the grandeur and

beauty of the original work, but some notion may still

be formed from them of the perfection to which the

art has been carried in Japan. Take, for example, the

gateway shown on Plate I. The railed enclosure

protects a carved wood figure of a Nio or temple

guardian. The wooden screens behind are deeply

carved and of great boldness in design, as are also the

corbels and spaces between the brackets supporting

the heavy tiled roof. The columns, the beams, and

the framework of the gateway are decorated in a

comparatively simple manner, and the main lines of

structure are consequently prominent to the eye amid

the maze of decorated panel-work. This effect is

more prominent in reality than might be assumed

from the photograph, the carved work in the panels

being highly coloured, while the structural members

are left the natural colour of the wood, or are plainly

gilt.
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JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

The doorways to the inner sanctuary figured on

Plate II. show a great wealth of decoration kept

strictly subservient to structural requirement.

The interior of one of the rooms illustrated on

Plate III. is a good object-lesson to a decorator.

Fig. 2

CHISELS FOR CARVING CURVED LINES

The greatest richness of work is reserved for the

upper parts of the room—the ceiling, the frieze, and

higher panels—while the lower portion, which would

be partly hidden by figures, is kept comparatively

plain. Mats are shown in the photograph covering

the floor. When these are removed, the boards are

found to be coated with polished black lacquer,

9



JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

against which the gorgeously coloured carved wood

ceiling and cornice are reflected in a subdued manner.

The illustration in Plate IV. shows some of the details

in the same suite of rooms upon a larger scale. The

beautiful open-work panels or ramma between the

brackets supporting the cornice, and the delicate

Fig. 3

CHISELS FOR CARVING INTERVENING SPACES

incised work on the beams, are particularly worthy of

note. Every detail is considered with relation to its

surroundings, and is a model of artistic craftsmanship.

It does not come within the province of this little

handbook to deal exhaustively with Japanese orna-

ment on architectural decoration. The subject is a

large one, and many volumes would be required

io





JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

to do justice to it. Enough, however, has perhaps

been said to show the high position which the wood-

carver in Japan takes as a craftsman—a position much

higher and relatively more important than that en-

joyed by his confrere of the West.

It is impossible to examine thoroughly much of

the wood-carving of the Japanese without marvel-

ling at the remarkable facility with which it appears

to have been executed. And this is noticeable

not only in the work of the great carvers, but also

in the ornamentation of the commonest objects.

Even the carved decoration on a penny paper-knife,

although perhaps of the slightest, almost invariably

bears evidence of having been executed by an adept

in his craft—one who could do better work if called

upon.

From whence comes this facility? Is it due to

some intuitive power, denied to us in the West,

which enables the Japanese to draw and to carve

with the same ease that we learn to walk ? Or does

it result from some more perfect method of education

than we are accustomed to? The first suggestion

may be rejected as improbable. What are the facts

about the second?

While upon a visit to Japan a few years ago, the

writer had the good fortune to visit the University

College in Tokio, where he was shown a series ot
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JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

practical object-lessons prepared by the master of the

School of Wood-carving for the use of his pupils.

Fig. 5

WHETSTONE FOR CURVED BLADES

ONE-HALF ACTUAL WIDTH

Block after block was attentively inspected, and as

the lessons progressed, one following in a natural

sequence upon the preceding one, a system was



JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

revealed so practical, so full of careful thought, so

perfect, as to impress him more than ever with the

thoroughness of the people—a thoroughness shown

alike in all they attempt, whether in the arts of peace

or of war. The opportunities for learning their craft

afforded to the old masters of wood-carving were, in

all probability, very different from those now at the

disposal of young Japan. In the old times the crafts

were learnt in the workshop, very much in the

European manner, and it is possible that each

master had his own individual way of instructing his

apprentices. Of these methods we know little, and,

moreover, we shall probably never be made fully

acquainted with them. But of the system now in

use at the Tokio University it is the good fortune

of the writer to be able to give some detailed

particulars. The system is one of such general

value that it might be studied to advantage by

all who are desirous of learning this delightful

craft, as well as by those who have already made

partial progress towards mastering its intricacies. It

might be described as the “ Ollendorff of Wood-

carving/' As taught in Japan,' the full course

of lessons is supposed to occupy the student

three years. The third year is, however, de-

voted to a series of advanced studies consist-

ing of finished works, which have not the same

i4
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JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

technical interest to Europeans as the preliminary

lessons.

The tools employed by carvers in Japan for use

in the class of work to be described, are as

follows :

There are three sets of knives or chisels, each set

containing seven knives, as shown in the illustrations.

The first set (Fig. i) is used for carving straight lines.

All the knives are precisely the same in form, and vary

only in the width of the blade. The second set

(Fig. 2) with curved blades is used for carving rounded

hollows
j and the third set (Fig. 3) has flat blades,

slightly rounded at the edges, for cutting away inter-

vening spaces. Our illustrations have been carefully

drawn to the actual size of the original blades, and

reduced, for purposes of illustration, exactly one-half.

The length of the handles is about seven inches.

The whetstones in use are

:

The finishing stone. This is fixed in a wooden

stand, as shown in the engraving, which represents it

exactly one-half the actual size (Fig. 4).

The rough whetstone. This is also fixed in a wooden

stand in the same manner as the finishing stone.

A cube of hard stone (flinty slate, or Lydian

stone), used for smoothing the surface of the whet-

stone.

A whetstone of the same quality as the finishing

16
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JAPANESE WOOD-CARPING

stone, but with curved hollows, used for sharpening

the curved blades (Fig. 5).

Whetstones, of the same nature as the finishing

stone, used for sharpening the inside surfaces of the

curved blades (Fig. 6). The sections of both ends of

these are shown in the drawing.

The illustrations of the lessons which here follow

have been made by Mr. H. P. Clifford from the actual

carvings prepared in Tokio, and nowin the possession

of the writer. These carvings are upon pieces of a

soft wood, of the uniform size of six inches square

by about five-eighths of an inch thick.
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SET I

T
HE lessons comprised in this set are natu-

rally of a preliminary nature. The student

is first required to learn how to carve a

straight line—a by no means easy task. In order

to guide the hand in cutting, however, lines are

ruled upon the block. It is especially interesting to

notice the fact that each lesson is based upon the

preceding ones, and that the beautiful patterns of

Lesson 6 are merely a combination of the lines

shown in Lessons i to 5.

19





Fig. 7

Osen.—Horizontal lines. Cut with the grain

of the wood, and consisting of combinations

of the simplest forms of incised work.

Set I Lesson 2

Jusen—Vertical lines. Cut against the grain

of the wood, but otherwise corresponding pre-

cisely with the lines of Lesson 1.



Ori Mawashi. — From On, to fold, and

Mawashi ,
to turn. This lesson is a combination

of the two preceding ones.

22



Set I Lesson 4

Qri Komi.—From Ovi, to fold, and Komi ,

to put into. A study of oblique lines and

triangles.

23



Fig. io

Tasuki.—Intersecting lines. A simple but

useful lesson in the management of crossed

lines.

24



Fig. ii

Set I

H.PC.

Lesson 6

Fret and Key Patterns.—In this lesson,

a combination of all the preceding ones, the

patterns become somewhat more elaborate.
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SET II

T
HE delightful diaper patterns given in this

set will be found extremely useful even to

the skilled worker. The student is gradu-

ally led from straight lines and incisions of a simple

character to a slight modelling of the surface. The

advance from stage to stage is so gradual as to be

scarcely perceptible, but steady progress is neverthe-

less being made, and a close study of the charac-

teristics of each lesson will show with what skill the

designs have been selected.

27





Fig. 12

Set II

HRC

Lesson i

Kirikomi Sankaku.—Triangular incisions.

In this the line-work observable throughout the

lessons of Set I are absent.

29



Fig. 13

h.fec.-

Set II Lesson 2

Oikake Sankaku.—Overlapping triangular

patterns. A return to line work, showing some

new developments in fine edge-cutting.

30



Fig. 14

Set II Lesson 3

Asanoha.—Hemp-leaf pattern. Designs in

which the incised work and fine edge-cutting

of the last two lessons are incorporated.



Fig. 15

Set II Lesson 4

Ishidatami,—Overlapping square patterns.

A slight modelling or rounding of the face

occurs here for the first time.



Fig. 16

Higaki.— Interlacing patterns. A similar

lesson to the last, but dealing with oblique

work.
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Fig. 17

Set II Lesson 6

Kagome.—Bamboo basket patterns. A more

elaborate development of the preceding lesson.
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SET III

T
HE first lessons in curved forms will now be

set forth. The details of each pattern and

almost every line have their separate value

as exercises. Thus, in the first two lessons, the

curves are so arranged as to give the maximum

amount of instruction in the simplest manner. It

is intended that the hand, in following them, should

be trained to make curves in all directions with equal

facility. A thorough mastering of these early lessons

will be found by the student to be of immense value

to him when he commences to essay advanced work.

In the later lessons of this Set, the first exercises for

surface modelling on curved forms are given.

35





Fig. 18

Set III Lesson i

Jukyokusen.—Vertical curves. A precisely

similar lesson to the first in Set I., save that

the lines are curved instead of straight,
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Fig. 19

Set III Lesson 2

Okyokusen.—Horizontal curves. It will be

seen by examination that each line describes

two segments of a circle.

38



Fig. 20

Enkei.—A circle. As in the two preceding

lessons, faint lines are first traced by the

compass as a guide to the carver.
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Set III Lesson 4

Tori-Tasuki.—A curved pattern suggestive

of bird form. Simple incisions following well-

defined geometric forms.



Fig. 22

Set III Lesson 5

Kumi-Kiko.— Tortoise-shell pattern. The
central portions of this design are slightly

rounded or modelled.
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Set III Lesson 6

Kumi-Himo.—

B

raid pattern. Rounded in-

terlacing forms with triangular incisions. A
combination of preceding lessons.
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SET IV

NOTABLE stage of instruction is reached

fined to those of mathematical rigidity. No latitude has

been given to the play of the hand. The necessity for

the student to cultivate freehand is nowhere found to

be more important than in wood-carving. There is a

particular charm about the perfect handling of the

chisel which can scarcely be overrated. Freedom of

movement, together with power of expression, are of

the highest importance. Nothing denotes the master

of the craft more than the manner in which every

cut is executed. Weakness, hesitancy, want of com-

plete sympathy between head and hand, soon make

themselves felt upon the work produced. The

Japanese carvers are renowned for the wonderful

control they exercise over the chisel
;
and there can

be little doubt that this is due in a large measure to

the great importance attached by them to freehand

work in all its phases.

The progress of the freehand lessons in Set IV.

should be very carefully examined. Lesson i begins

in the lessons comprised in this Set.

Hitherto the lines and curves have been con-

43



JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

with deep triangular incisions,which are carved forwards

in a graceful curve until they terminate in fine hair-

like lines. Any hesitation or “ niggling” on the part

of the carver would be fatal to the proper production

of such lines, and, indeed, close attention and con-

siderable practice will be found necessary in order

to execute them satisfactorily. Lesson 2 is a further

example of freehand work in which the experience

gained in Lesson 1 will be found of the greatest use.

Lesson 3 is scarcely more than a variety of the pre-

ceding ones, but is remarkable for the fact that it intro-

duces the student for the first time to the study of plant

form. Lesson 4 is a delightful freehand study. The

easy sweeps of the tool and the delicacy and force of

the incisions are admirably rendered. Lesson 5 teaches

a still bolder form of cutting combined with a greater

degree of surface modelling, and is a useful intro-

duction to the final lesson, No. 6, of this Set. The

Tomoye, upon which the last lesson is based, is a

species of badge of circular form usually containing a

combination of two or three comma-like patterns,

and is often to be met with in Japanese ornamentation.

In this case we have the crest of a wave rendered

conventionally after the fashion of the badge. Its chief

interest to the carver lies in the fine sweeping lines of

the pattern and the careful work required in the sur-

face modelling.

44



Set IV Lesson i

Sen-Mo.—From Sen, to turn round, and Mo,

hair. Curved lines of varying depth, turning

both to right and left.



Fig. 25

Set IV Lesson 2

Nami.—

W

aves. Curved strokes to right and
left. The varied depth of the cutting is to

teach a free handling of the chisel.
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Set IV Lesson 3

Kiri-No-Ha.—

L

eaves of the Kiri. One side

of the leaf on the left hand is rounded on the

outer edge.
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Fig. 27

Set IV Lesson 4

Chiri-Nuno, — Scarf forms or “scattered

fabrics.” A lesson in both shallow and deep
cutting of free curved forms.

48



Set IV Lesson 5

Kwayo.—Flower and leaf forms. Based on

the preceding lesson, with the addition of a

more elaborate modelling of the surface.

D 49



Fig. 29

Set IV Lesson 6

Nami Tomoye.— The cresting of a wave

arranged in the Tomoye forms. The cutting

and modelling are based on the preceding

lessons.

50



SET V

WITH this Set the question of “ Subjects
”

is first approached. The four first

lessons consist of “ Border ” patterns

suggested in some instances by the beautiful designs to

be found in Japanese braids. At first sight they appear

to be almost a repetition of studies previously given

;

but when carefully examined they will be found to

present difficulties of cutting not previously ex-

perienced. In the course of the four lessons the

student will find that he is required to practice every

form and manner of cutting hitherto learnt by him.

The European student might substitute for the

lessons on Chinese lettering others consisting of

the ordinary European “ block letters ” and written

characters.

5 1





Fig. 30

Set V Lesson i

Chokusen Fuchi Moyo.—Straight border

patterns. Useful patterns of a comparatively

simple character.
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Fig. 31

Set V Lesson 2

Kyokusen Fuchi Moyo.—Border patterns.

The principal ornaments are derived from

Japanese braid-work.
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Fig. 32

Set V Lesson 3

Kyokusen Fuchi.

—

Curved border patterns.

Strength of handwork in the upper pattern

is contrasted with the delicacy of the lower

ones.
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Fig. 33

Set V Lesson 4

Kyokusen Obi Moyo.—Curved girdle pat-

terns. Full of delicate cutting and careful

surface modelling.



Fig. 34

Set V Lesson 5

Old Chinese Tensho, or Seal characters.—

The depth of the cutting is more or less

uniform throughout.
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Set V Lesson 6

Chinese Letters.—These freehand “ writ-

ing ” characters should be reproduced with

as few strokes of the chisel as possible.



SET VI

T
HESE exercises on “ Plant Form ” are of

especial value, as they introduce the student

more fully to freehand work, and to the

splendid treatment of stems, leaves and flowers in

which the Jaoanese are so singularly successful.

Breadth and simplicity are the distinguishing charac-

teristics of these lessons, and the treatment should

be thoroughly mastered before the student proceeds

to later studies.

59





Fig. 36

Set VI Lesson i

Hana.—Flower pattern. An ornament of flora-

like character with simple surface modelling.
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Fig. 37

Nogusa.

—

A plant. A more naturalistic ren-

dering of floral form with simple but pleasant

modelling.
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Fig. 38

Set VI Lesson 3

Mizu Kusa.—Aquatic plant. A simple form

of leaf and flower presenting but few difficulties

to the carver.
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Fig. 39

Yuri Moyo.—The lily form. A slightly more

elaborate study, the wavy outline requiring

careful work.
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Fig. 40

Set VI Lesson 5

Kwajitsu.—The fruit form. A free decora-

tive rendering of a curious and unfamiliar

form.
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Fig. 41

Set VI Lesson 6

Mokukwa.—The flower of a tree. Appa-

rently representing a spray of the Tree Peony.

The treatment of flower and leaves is ex-

cellent.
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SET VII

T
HE whole purpose of the two Sets of lessons

which now follow is to familiarise the student

more and more with the use of his tools,

and to show him a suitable treatment of the varying

forms and details of plant-life. No very difficult

tasks are imposed as the technique of the work is

defined within the lines of preceding lessons. High-

relief carving is, for the present, not attempted
; for

there is so much to be learnt about the proper pre-

sentment of the varied objects of Nature in the low-

relief cutting hitherto practised—so much that is

beautiful, so much that will be found of the greatest

value in the serious work of the future—that the

student is quite rightly kept free from any new

technical complications during the weeks of study

which the present lessons represent.

And the tasks which are now set before him are

certainly delightful ones. These lessons of fruit and

flowers are exquisite examples of the best of their kind,

full of tender appreciation of the subtle forms of bud or

of petal, of the rugosities of the stem or the veining

of the leaf. It is in the delicate and almost loving
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regard for the finest traits of Nature that the Japanese

craftsmen excel their confreres in the West, and it is,

assuredly, in the more careful study of every detail of

Nature that the quality of our own art may be vastly

improved.

What more charming examples of a simple treat-

ment of fruit and leaves could be desired than

Lessons 3 and 4 of Set VII. ? The character of the

stems, the varied pose of the leaves, the growth and

form of the fruit, are recorded so simply, and yet

wfith such fine appreciation of the poetry which

surrounds them in Nature, that they are worthy of

the closest study. The lotus-leaf in Lesson 5 of

Set VII. is essentially a study of light and shade.

The characteristics of the leaf are shown by the

shadows cast by the varying depth of the cutting. It

is, in short, an example of impressionism in wood-

carving, and is replete with pleasant suggestion.
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Fig. 42

Set VII Lesson i

Tama .—The Sacred J ewel. A familiar object

to the student of old Japanese art-works.
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Fig. 43

Set VII Lesson 2

Take.-—Fungi. Semi-naturalistically treated,

midway in conventionality between the last

Lesson and the next one.
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Fig. 44

Set VII Lesson 3

Kwabutsu.—Fruit. A charming lesson in

freehand cutting and low-relief modelling, the

fruit being simply but excellently rendered.

7 *



Fig, 45

Set VII Lesson 4

Budo.—Grapes. Another delightful lesson

for the more advanced student. Note espe-

cially the freedom of the design.
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Fig. 46

Set VII Lesson 5

Hasu and Kawasemi.

—

The lotus and the

kingfisher. The lotus leaf, it will be observed,

is treated in the impressionist manner.
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Fig. 47

Iwa.—Rock form. The peculiar convention

observed by the Japanese in the treatment of

rocks is here exemplified.
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SET VIII

I

N the whole of the lessons in this Set the

characteristics of growth natural to each plant

are most carefully observed. Naturalism is

treated in a purely decorative manner without loss

of the specific charm with which Nature has endowed

each subject.
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Fig. 48

Set VIII Lesson i

Ran.—

A

n orchid* The ribbon-like leaves of

this class of plant have been cleverly treated

to avoid monotony.
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Fig. 49

Set VIII Lesson 2

Sasa.—A spray of bamboo. A very favourite

subject of Japanese carvers, and one that is

open to great variety of treatment.
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Fig. 50

Set VIII Lesson 3

Take.—Bamboo stem. A bold and beautiful

treatment of an interesting subject. Excellent

in its simplicity.
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Fig. 51

Set VIII Lesson 4

Kiku no ha.

—

Leaves of the chrysanthemum.

The cutting of the under side of one of the

leaves is especially worthy of attention.
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Fig. 52

Set VIII Lesson 5

Ume.—The plum tree. The rugged cha-

racter of the trunk acts as an excellent foil to

the delicate modelling of the flowers and buds.
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Fig. 53

Kiku no hana—The chrysanthemum flower.

A charming variety in the curves of the petals

and pose of the leaves.
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SET IX

T
HE lessons comprised in this set may be

regarded as an introduction to carving in

relief. The deep recessed work of the

earlier studies presents to the student some fresh

problems, the mastering of which is of the highest

importance. Due comparison of each of the lessons

will show how thoroughly practical they are, and how

carefully the student is led by them through the

maze of difficulties which beset him in the progress

of his studies.
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Fig. 54

Ori Dashi.—Outside folding. The upper

right-hand portion is sunk to the depth of Aths

of an inch.
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Set IX Lesson 2

Ori Komi.—Inside folding. The ground is

sunk as in the last lesson, the folds being deli-

cately modelled.
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Fig. 56

Set IX Lesson 3

Shikaku.—Branch form. Deeply cut, the

angles being very sharp and finished with great

precision and care.
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Set IX Lesson 4

The same as last, but with the branches

interlacing at varying depths and the edges

rounded off.



Set IX Lesson 5

Kumiha.—Leaf form, A further develop-

ment of the last lesson, the leaves being deli-

cately modelled.



Set IX Lesson 6

Shiyo.—Leaves and branches. The ground

being deeply sunk necessitates especial care in

the management of the thin stems.



SET X

THIS is a singularly beautiful and valuable

series of lessons. The technique peculiar to

Japanese Carving is of especial interest when

applied to the representation of birds. Probably no

other method of carving could so simply and yet so

thoroughly express the characteristics of wing and tail

feathers as shown in Lessons 2 and 3 ;
while in the

final lesson (No. 6) there is exhibited a simplicity of

method and restraint in handling, combined with

such perfect expression and suggestion of reality,

that one is forced to admit that art is here carried to

a far higher level than in the laboured and over-

elaborated examples of similar subjects in European

work.
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Set X Lesson i

Chokaku.—Bird form. Outline studies of

birds flying and at rest Cut with great

freedom.



Fig. 6i

Set X Lesson 2

Kekumi,—Feather form. Interesting as ex-

amples of the varied methods of suggesting

feathers.
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Set X Lesson 3

Chokaku.—Bird form. A study of wing and

tail feathers. Cut with great precision and

delicacy.



Fig. 63

Tobutori, or Hicho.—Flying birds. The
wings are cut with great sharpness, the bodies

being delicately rounded.
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Fig. 64

Set X Lesson 5

Shiku Cho.—Birds on tree. The design is

here shown in relief, the groundwork being cut

away.
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Fig. 65

Set X Lesson 6

Tori.—Bird. Shown in relief, the ground-

work being cut away. The feet are exquisitely

represented in the original carving.
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SET XI

I

N Lessons 3, 4, and 5, of this Set, the value of

expression in purely decorative work is admir-

ably set forth. We may learn from them how

the beauty of conventional design may be largely

augmented by the spirit infused into it. Vapour,

water and fire have each their own characteristics over

and above the mere forms with which we associate

them. That it is possible to express in form even

such abstract ideas as softness, strength, and vigour is

here admirably proved. Indeed, it is one of the

greatest charms of these lessons that not only do

they teach us much of pure technical value, but they

enable us to see that beyond this there is a quality of

pure art that ennobles the work performed. In these

simple studies it may be that we get but occasional

glimpses of this high quality
;
but if we turn to the

great work of the Japanese craftsmen we can more

fully realise the perfection to which that quality has

attained in their hands.

We have no illustrations for the sixth series, com-

pleting the second year of instruction, as we are

informed that no “ set ” studies are given at that
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JAPANESE WOOD-CARVING

period of education. The lessons given by the

Japanese master to his students after they have

passed through the course here illustrated are more

in the nature of completed objects, such as Ramma ,

or the open-work panels used as a sort of frieze round

Japanese rooms.

It is considered that the student who has passed

through this course of lessons is sufficiently trained

to permit him to undertake more practical work. He
has been led step by step from the simplest possible

lines through freehand, to the delineation of natural

forms of both vegetable and animal character. There

is, of course, work of a much more advanced nature

still to master, but if he has been thoroughly grounded

in the lessons already given, he should now be in a

position to take an independent course. He has, as

it were, been shown the way
;
and it is well, perhaps,

that he should now cast aside the leading-strings and

become self-reliant.

ioo



Fig. 66

Set XI Lesson i

Hossu.—A brush of long white hair, fre-

quently carried by Buddhist priests.

i oi



Fig. 67

Set XI Lesson 2

Hane.—Feathers. The ground is sunk | inch

in the centre, permitting the feathers to be

cut on varying planes.
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Fm. 68

Kumo.—Cloud form. A high-relief study of

conventional character. Very softened edges.
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Fig. 69

Set XI Lesson 4

Mizu.—Water form. A conventional render-

ing of the cresting of a wave. Boldly treated.
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Set XI Lesson 5

Hi.—Flame form. A remarkably crisp and

vigorous treatment in characteristic Japanese

convention,
I0 5



Fig. 71

Set XI Lesson 6

Hora.— A conch-shell. Carved in high-

relief, the ground being cut away nearly half

an inch.
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THE STUDIO

I
T is the Mission of “ The Studio ” to treat upon
Modern Art in all its phases-—Art in Painting,

Art in Books, Art in Decoration, Art in the Home

;

and to illustrate not only the best pictures, but also

the best decorative designs of the day.

The principal writers on Art are contributors to its

pages.

Many original illustrations reproduced in the best

possible manner are to be found in every number.
Supplements of artistic value are presented with each

part.

Its Prize Competitions are doing good work in

introducing Young Artists to manufacturers and
patrons of Art.

Every one interested in Art, professionally or

otherwise, should read it.

SOME PRESS OPINIONS
“ The best of all magazines of art."

—

Daily Mail.

“ The most successful art magazine in Europe.”

—

Daily

Chronicle.

“ The excellence of The Studio is persistent. Month
after month the pages of this magazine, so creditable to all

concerned, and an irrefutable argument that art in England
is not a mere name, offers a new surprise."

—

The Academy.

“ No other magazine gives such a variety of lithographs,

colour-prints, and various forms of original work as The
Studio.”—The Star.

“ For profusion of illustrations there is no Art Magazine
that can compare with the The Studio."—Yorkshire Post.

“ A marvel of cheapness.”

—

Hearth and Home.

" Indispensable to every one who wishes to keep in touch
with modern art movements."

—

Globe.



THE STUDIO
SOME PRESS OPINIONS

—

continued

“ It is not only in the front rank, but considerably in

advance of its competitors.”

—

Liverpool Review.

“The Studio has proved epoch-making in its way in

pure art journalism, waking up the old^monthlies from their

dreary lethargy.”

—

Sketch.

"The Studio is invariably good, full of good reading,
honest and cultured criticism, and excellent illustrations . . .

a model of excellence and taste.”

—

Birmingham Daily Gazette.

“ The most successful art magazine in the world."—National
Observer.

“From the moment The Studio came amongst us we
found ourselves in the possession of a magazine which had
no forerunner and which has had no rival. There is nothing
to compare to it—it is far and away beyond everything
else. . . . The Studio has done more for the right diffusion

of the right art in England than all the other magazines put
together, and more than most of the schools. ... I believe
that The Studio has done more for the beautifying of the
home than any other part of the great machinery which
found its motive power in the vast art movement of our
times ; and it has done it because it has been guided by the
best taste and motives. . . . Were I cut off from all illustrated

magazines but one, I would choose, feverishly choose, The
Studio.”—Mr. Hal Dane in St. Paul's.

“The place which The Studio has supplied in our art

periodical literature would now seem sadly blank without it.

It began well, and it has gone on improving, widening the
range of its observation, broad and catholic in its sympathies,
and increasing in the number, beauty, and variety of its

illustrations. It is a highly sensitive mirror, reflecting endless

phases of art, and commenting on them, not in that tone of

offensive self-conscious superiority into which art critics,

more than others, are liable to fall, but with an endeavour to

understand and interpret the aim of the various artists.
’

'

—

Birmingham Post.

“ Le premier magazine artistique du monde.”

—

Le Figaro.
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